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Casey Zeman
founder of

Los Silva  
Traffic and 

Funnel Expert

‘TribeMinded’ 
The Smart Art of Automation  
and Engagement

Welcome to the event! 
Turn up your speakers
and clear out 
distractions!

‘TribeMinded Authentic Automation/Heart Centered Scalability’ 
 [The keys to commanding a scalable 6 figure business
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Casey Zeman
founder of

‘TribeMinded Authentic 
Automation’ [The high 6 figure  
Road Map]

Welcome to the event! 
Turn up your speakers
and clear out 
distractions!

‘TribeMinded Authentic Automation/Heart Centered Scalability’ 
 [The keys to commanding a scalable high 6 figure business
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How Would It Feel To Have  
CONSISTENT Leads And Customers

Every Single Month ON DEMAND And
With Predictability? 
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… If You Are A Consultant, 
Business Owner Or Coach 
Looking
 For A Predictable, Consistent  
Way To Generate Customers, 
and 
 Clients On Demand …And Grow 
Your Business To The High 6 
Figures and Above Then You’re 
Definitely In The Right Place

Who Is This For?
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I  Promise You  Wil l  Be Able To

[ In The Next  60 Minutes…]

02

01
Discover How to turn your expertise into 

a six-figure monthly income, 
Even if that seems like a ridiculous 

number right now.

You’ll discover how to generate Clients 
on Demand: THE EXACT clients you 

want, whenever you want, at the price you 
want.
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I  Promise You  Wil l  Be Able To

[ In The Next  60 Minutes…]
04

03
How to command a premium price point. 
Stop selling your $37 e-books/courses/or 

even your time for anything less than 
$1,000… But more so start to move as 

quickly as possible into $2k, $5K, $10 K 
price points and higher.

How to leverage the way you package 
your service delivery so you can work 

less while making more.

05
How to do ALL of this without a blog, a 
twitter feed, SEO social media, making 

videos, or any of the “marketer” stuff you 
don’t really want to do.
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You’ll be able to walk away 
from today with a step by 
step blueprint for 6 figures 
per month

I Promise

Coming Up: 
The Strategy
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These Strategies Are 100% Free

On this webinar there is 
nothing for sale! In fact I 
have an extremely valued 
packed gift for you.

Coming Up: 
Who Am I?
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YOU?IS THIS 

If you went on vacation today, who here 
can honestly just take off without it 
creating more stress than enjoyment
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Does This
Sound Like YOU?

01 Do you have some months where cash just pours into 
your business… but you can’t seem to maintain it?

02 Do you start out every month wondering where the 
clients and sales are going to come from?

03 Do you secretly know you worth is more than what 
you’re charging, but you’re afraid if you raise your 

prices, no one will pay them?

04 Do you see others people in your business making the 
kind of income you want, and you just have no idea how 

they’re doing it?

05 Are you working WAY too hard in your business? Too 
many hours, burning yourself out?

06 Do you feel like technology, or online marketing, is the 
enemy, or a threat to your business instead of an asset?
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Do you feel like no matter how hard you try,
You can’t break through that glass ceiling?
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You Haven’t Made The Mental Shift 
To Being Tribe-Minded…

The Real Problem…
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These Clients Were Just Like You

They Became tribe minded by following these 5 keys for 6 
figures and beyond success!

Did $13,000 in sales 
in a couple weeks 
leveraging these 

techniques.

Jason Curso
Created $4-5K 
Revenue per

Month from clients

Diane Wilkins
Made $900K in one 

year using this 
system

Kimra Luna
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Once You 
Make That Shift

You’ll have complete control over who you work with, how 
you serve them, and the prices you can command.

You can generate Client-on-Demand by using marketing 
that establishes you as THE authority in your market, and 
adds massive value to your audience.

You’ll realize that the “invisible ceiling” on your income 
was never even there to begin with, and you’ll push 
through to five, then six figures per month faster than you 
ever thought possible.

And you’ll do all of this while tapping back into the joy you 
first had when you started this work.
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Follow These 5 
Keys And You

Will Transform
Your Life

There are 5 simple shifts you need to hit 6-
figures per month, while working less and 
getting better results for your clients.

I’m going to walk you through EXACTLY how to 
make those shifts today.
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• Founder of EasyWebinar + A Top Engagement + 
Webinar Automation Specialist Online.  I not only create 
working strategies for clients but top level software 
serving over 7000+ clients.  

• On average, our top clients are generating 10k-20k a 
day. ($300k-600k/mo in recurring revenue)

• My super power is providing HEART CENTERED 
SALES & SCALABILITY SYSTEMS to business owners 
so they can work less, create more impact and make 
way more money.
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What Are The 5 Keys for 
6 Figures and Beyond Success?
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01
Staying authentic and mission driven gives your customers faith. 9 times out of 10 people act like 
someone they’re not which right from the beginning drives a wedge between you and that potential 
client.

Have you ever heard this? Your best client is someone just like you a few years ago.
The reason being, because they resonate with you but more importantly, you resonate with them.

And based on your level of total integrity and clarity of mission,
your audience is naturally attracted to you.

If you want your client to be decisive and know who they are, you need to know who you are. If you 
want them to spend the money on you as a high paid consultant, than you need to be willing to 
have taken that leap of faith yourself and found success with it.

People commit to other people who have a well defined mission statement.

BE A MODEL FOR YOUR CLIENTS
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Zach has a fabulous 
course teaching about 
running challenges. He 

just started only 18 months 
ago.

His biggest asset has been 
his ability to connect on a 
one on one level with his 

audience through 
authenticity

Success From 
People Just Like You
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02
I see this done so wrong, so often. Many people under value what they charge because they  are 
thinking one of two things. Either they devalue their own services and business or they can’t 
imagine that someone will pay them the prices they want. Pricing isn’t based on your time.

In fact you have to shift your thinking on this. 
 
Your clients are not your BOSS. You are their Sherpa. Their advisor. You guide them even when 
they don’t know how to guide themselves. Control the sales process…and value yourself.

Price Based On Results
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Dave Doeppel is a professional 
photographer. He was selling a 
$37 lighting course before we 

started working with him.

After we worked with him, he 
increased his pricing by 500% 
while offering the same course.

What happened?

He actually tripled his sales 
using this one TribeMinded Shift

Success From 
People Just Like You
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03
You need a method for getting in front of your audience. Being there... Where they are. With so 
much noise out there and so much content that people see, less is more.

One of the biggest mistakes is that people try to focus on too many ‘fire hose marketing strategies.’

An Engagement Siphon
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Too many traffic sources… and 
nothing concrete…

Best tip is find one and run with 
it. Micro Cosmic Actions can 
create Macro Cosmic Results.

We have our favorite that never 
seems to fail us. Facebook ads. 
Because once you tap into the 
how with FB ads its just about 
keeping your cost down and ROI 
high.
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Rick Mulready an 
Information Marketer Used 

Facebook and our 
Automated System to make 

a 166% Return On 
Investment. 

Allowing him to scale up his 
marketing on Autopilot!

Success From 
People Just Like You
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Up till now you have discovered that success comes from 
being a model for your clients, charging higher prices based 
on results, and the requirement of an Engagement Siphon to 
funnel the right clients that resonate with your message…

But now you need a way to SCALE UP that entire process 
and push beyond that glass ceiling….
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04
You might have the misconception that to get leads and sales. You need to send visitors to your 
website. NOPE.  

This strategy gives visitors way too many options to where they never truly commit to anything.

But you’ll spend thousands on a kick-ass website for nothing. Or go down the path of finding a 
landing page software where you can collect leads, but more often than not, absolutely nothing is 
automated and you’re stuck spinning your wheels and spending countless hours manually doing 
everything.

To where you’re launching over and over again just to keep money in the coffers.

Marketing Automater/Leverager
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The best tool is a tool that leverages your marketing 
and engagement… putting everything on steroids. It 
makes sales for you, books your clients and all without 
you having to be there.

It builds a know, like and trust and gives your audience 
an enhanced level of engagement while giving you 
more free, time and ultimately scalability.

The problem is that you just don’t have the knowledge 
of where to look to find said tool. The shear fact that 
you are here gives you a 90% edge on your competition 
who are still trying to leverage with ‘Fire Hose 
Marketing Strategies’. 

This system narrows down your marketing. 

It pin-points your audience and streamlines your 
scalability and growth.
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Devin Duncan and his online media 
company uses our Automation System 
to close 20k a day in sales 
automatically. That’s 600k /mo.

Before then much of what they were 
doing was all manual. Still trading time 
for money. 

Devin and his entire business
 can step away from the process 
because our unique lead automator 
allows him to spend more time with his 
wife and new daughter.

Success From 
People Just Like You
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05
Having a pre-qualifier that sifts through your potential clients and finds the right 
ones is one of the most powerful & life changing things you can do as an expert. 

Because now you’re making more money, but also because you’re able to take 
someone through a qualification process guarantees that you’ll only work with 
headache-free clients who are excited to have you guide them…and who will pay 
you the price you deserve. 

A Pre-qualifier
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When you DON’T do a 
pre-qualifier, you find the 

wrong clients, who  
demand way too much 

and burn you out.

I f  you don’t pre-qualify
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Using the Marketing Automater method, you’ll  have 10’s 
to 100’s of prospects that are a PERFECT match as clients 

Leads that go through the Automater and Pre-qualifier are 
generally converting at 30%-40%. Meaning for every 10 

people who get the pre-qualifier stage, 4 of them are 
turning into high paying clients.
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You want to l ive the l ife you want. You want chill  
customers who respect the time you put in for them. Yes 

you have fewer people that you start to work with, but 
they are the right people.
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Jeremy Bellotti used our system to 
funnel in high qualified ready to go 
clients.

He brought in 20 K in 2 days from 
only 15 calls.

He had a close ration of 35% due to 
how our pre-qualifier system works.

That was in just 2 days…

Success From 
People Just Like You
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And finally, you need one more thing… 

(The Unannounced 6th)
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Finally… 
Invest In Mentoring
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EVERYONE should 
have a mentor.

Mentoring Bring two things: NEW 
IDEAS, and ACCOUNTABILITY.

There are new ideas in your head 
right now that would not have been 
there if you didn’t make time for this 

webinar.
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A good mentor will give you great ideas AND 
make sure you act on them.

A great mentor will also put together a 
powerful group of people all working toward 
similar goals… this multiplies everyone’s 
effectiveness exponentially.

In my mastermind, we have people earning 
$5,000 a month working right alongside 
people earning $600,00/m.

Everyone wins.

INVEST IN MENTORING
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How to  command a premium price point.
Stop selling your e-books, courses, or even your time for 
anything less than $1,000… and move as quickly as 
possible into $2K, $5K, or $10K price points and higher.

TODAY I PROMISED…

How to Leverage Your service delivery so you can work 
with clients in groups instead of one-on-one, and make 
more money in less time.

How to do ALL of this without a blog, a Twitter feed, SEO, 
Social media, making videos, or any of the “marketer” 
stuff you don’t really want to do.
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to propel you to six-f igures month

3
Be a 

Model 
For Your 
Clients

1 2

Price 
Based On 
Results

An 
Engagement 

Siphon

6

A Marketing 
Automater

4 5

A 
Pre-

Qualifier
A 

Mentor
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NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE..
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My Team and I have set aside some time in 
the next week to speak to you personally 

about how we can apply these ideas to your 
business starting TODAY.

The cost: Free
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You Must be absolutely committed 
to hitting your income goals with 
total integrity and a true concern 
for your clients’ well-being.

You must have expertise and 
REAL value to deliver. If you are 
selling $15 dollar scented candles, 
this is NOT for you!

WHO THIS IS FOR…
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WHY WE’RE DOING THIS…

On the call, we’ll help you get total clarity 
about EXACTLY what you want your 
business to look like and the EXACT 

steps you should take to achieve your 
goals.

If you want us to help you, and if we think 
it’s a good fit, we may invite you to 

become one of the new clients we’ll take 
on this month.
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IF  WE WORK TOGETHER…

We’ll put you through the SAME 
programs we put our 7-figure 

earners through. The curriculum is 
designed to get you to six-figures 

per month and beyond with 
MAXIMUM leverage.

We’ll expect you to be making high-
ticket sales and getting new clients 
at higher prices within 1-2 weeks.
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CLICK BELOW
SPACES ARE VERY LIMITED – SIGN UP NOW!
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GO TO:

CaseyZeman.Com/App
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GO TO:

CaseyZeman.Com/App
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Pulling Back The Curtain
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GO TO:

CaseyZeman.Com/App
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GO TO:

CaseyZeman.Com/App


